
Underleague Prototype Print and Play Instructions 
These files have been provided to enable you to try Underleague at home for free; please note 

though that they are not reflective of what the final versions of cards will look like, and that some 

details of rules and card text may change between this prototype and the production copy. Note 

also that the rulebook here is intended to be comprehensive, but does not include the diagrams and 

examples that will be found in the production copy of the rulebook. 

There are 3 ways to play Underleague: the ‘standard’ mode, in which each player has an identical 30 

card creature deck and which uses a shared 250 card strategy deck; a ‘draft’ mode; and a 

‘competitive’ mode in which players pre-build their own unique creature and strategy decks*. We 

strongly recommend playing the ‘standard’ game mode several times first to get a feel for the 

gameplay mechanics and the variety of cards in the game. 

We welcome any feedback you may have from playing this print and play. Please direct feedback to 

fergus@cogwrightgames.com 

*This ‘competitive’ mode can be played using the base game contents, but is intended primarily to 

support future expansions. 

Printing Instructions 
In addition to the cards provided here, you will need the following to play Underleague: 

 Dice: 2 D6s, 2 D4s, and 2 D3s* 

 5 differently coloured sets of betting chips** 

*If you cannot find a D3, we suggest using D6s and treating the ‘4, 5 and 6’ sides as ‘1, 2 and 3’ 

respectively. 

**Note that the rules refer to betting chips with a ‘WIN’ and a ‘LOSE’ side. To make it easier for you 

to use the print and play, we have instead marked each creature card with a ‘WIN’ and a ‘LOSE’ 

space on the top left and right hand corners. This means that you do not need to use specialised 

betting chips, and can instead using any sets of coloured objects. All that the game requires is that 

each set of 5 ‘chips’ has a distinguishing colour. 

Creature Cards 
The number of creature cards you will need to print will be determined by the number of players 

you intend to play with. For the standard play mode, you will need to provide each player with a 30 

card creature deck containing exactly one of each creature. So for each player, print 1 copy of each 

card from the ‘construct’, ‘beast’ and ‘spirit’ card files. Note that the game has been designed to be 

played with 2-5 people. 

The ‘draft’ game mode similarly requires 1 copy of each creature card per player drafting. If playing 

using the ‘competitive’ (or ‘constructed’) game mode, printing 2 copies of each creature will allow 

you to build any possible deck. 

Strategy Cards 
The ‘standard’ and ‘draft’ modes of the game both require printing a 250 card strategy deck. Note 

also that this deck will enable you to create any possible strategy deck for a competitive game. The 

number of cards you will need to print is determined by the following table: 
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Card Name Number of copies to print 

Scheme Cards 

Jolt 10 

Objecton! 15 

Hatching Plans 10 

While No-One’s Looking… 10 

Strip Search 5 

Advance Planning 10 

Extortion 10 

Inside Information 5 

Match-Fixing 5 

Substitution 5 

Raising the Stakes 5 

Shakedown 10 

Intimidation Tactics 5 

Induced Concussion 5 

Out of Action 10 

Protection Racket 1 

A Word with the Bookies 1 

Arms Dealer 1 

Cooking the Books 1 

Personal Menagerie 1 

Equipment Cards 

Shiny Trinkets 20 

Iron Tusks 10 

Super Shiny Trinkets 10 

Prong Collar 10 

Cortical Implant 10 

Lead Bracers 5 

Corrosive Jaws 5 

Extra Super Shiny Trinkets 5 

Lobotomy Helm 10 

Fragmentation Maul 5 

Marrow Extractor 5 

Gilded Platemail 5 

Grappling Hook 5 

Cloaking Device 5 

Runed Manacles 10 

Ball and Chain 1 

Amoeboid Genes 1 

Kinetic Nexus 1 

Titanium Skinsuit 1 

The Recycler 1 

 

Note: To provide you with maximum flexibility for printing these cards, and to keep the PDFs at a 

manageable size, each of the documents you will find on our website contains exactly one copy of 

each of the relevant cards. We suggest opening these documents and using the ‘multiple pages per 

sheet’ option in the print menu to print these efficiently and at a suitable scale. 


